The dynamical emergence (and subsequent intermittent breakdown) of collective behavior in complex systems is described as a non-Poisson renewal process, characterized by a waiting-time distribution density ψ(τ ) for the time intervals between successively recorded breakdowns. In the intermittent case ψ(t) ∼ t −µ , with complexity index µ. We show that two systems can exchange information through complexity matching and present theoretical and numerical calculations describing a system with complexity index µS perturbed by a signal with complexity index µP . The analysis focuses on the non-ergodic (non-stationary) case µ ≤ 2 showing that for µS ≥ µP , the system S statistically inherits the correlation function of the perturbation P . The condition µP = µS is a resonant maximum for correlation information exchange. The response of complex systems to external excitations has been one of the central issues of statistical physics for the past fifty years. These analyses started with the work of Kubo [1] and adopted the assumption that the unperturbed system can be described by a correlation function with a finite correlation time. Stochastic resonance (SR) is one phenomenon that, although consistent with the assumptions of statistical physics, yields counter-intuitive results [2] and has been a popular topic of investigation for the past quarter century. SR is a strategy for the transmission of information through random (Poisson statistics) media that can enhance the signal-to-noise ratio [3] . Another popular topic of investigation has been synchronization of the dynamic elements in a complex network, whether the elements are modeled as linear [4] or nonlinear oscillators [5] , limit cycles, or chaotic attractors [6] . Both the mechanisms of synchronization and SR have been used to provide insight into the behavior of complex networks as, for example, into the dynamics of collections of neurons [7] . Even more recently the question of how to transmit information through a complex network in which the simplifying assumptions of traditional statistical physics are no longer valid has been addressed [8, 9] . Barbi et al. conclude that a complex network described by intermittent fluctuations with non-Poisson statistics does not respond to external periodic perturbations [9] in the nonstationary (or non-ergodic) regime. Other investigators have reached the same conclusion [10] A number of complex phenomena have been shown to have non-Poisson statistical properties, including collections of blinking quantum dots [11] and collections of neurons in the human brain [12] . The non-Poisson character of the distribution of the sojourn times in the "on" and "off" states in BQDs is well known [11] , however the renewal character of the statistics has only recently been established [13] . Moreover, Bianco et al. [14] have shown using a network of coupled two-state stochastic clocks that with the onset of phase synchronization at a critical value of the coupling coefficient the dynamics of the network becomes that of a non-Poisson renewal process operating in the non-ergodic regime. The breakdowns of the collective phase structures reset memory of previous state changes, consequently yielding a non-Poisson renewal process (NRP). NPRs are characterized by a waiting-time distribution density between events (collisions), indicated with ψ(τ ). The regression to equilibrium of an ensemble of NPRs is given by the survival probability Ψ(t) = τ 0 ψ(τ )dτ . In this letter we focus our attention on the case ψ(τ ) ≈ τ −µ , with 1 ≤ µ < 2, yielding inverse power-law relaxation of the form Ψ(t) ≈ t −ν with index ν < 1, thereby violating the finite time-scale assumption, so often made. One way a non-exponential decay of this kind can be expressed is as the sum of infinitely many Poisson components, but if these components are independent, as are the single units in the absence of cooperation, no NPR events are generated [15] . The production of NPR events is a sign of close cooperation among distinct units, thereby offering a rational as to why NPR processes do not respond to periodic perturbations [9, 10] 
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and "off" states in BQDs is well known [11] , however the renewal character of the statistics has only recently been established [13] . Moreover, Bianco et al. [14] have shown using a network of coupled two-state stochastic clocks that with the onset of phase synchronization at a critical value of the coupling coefficient the dynamics of the network becomes that of a non-Poisson renewal process operating in the non-ergodic regime. The breakdowns of the collective phase structures reset memory of previous state changes, consequently yielding a non-Poisson renewal process (NRP). NPRs are characterized by a waiting-time distribution density between events (collisions), indicated with ψ(τ ). The regression to equilibrium of an ensemble of NPRs is given by the survival probability Ψ(t) = τ 0 ψ(τ )dτ . In this letter we focus our attention on the case ψ(τ ) ≈ τ −µ , with 1 ≤ µ < 2, yielding inverse power-law relaxation of the form Ψ(t) ≈ t −ν with index ν < 1, thereby violating the finite time-scale assumption, so often made. One way a non-exponential decay of this kind can be expressed is as the sum of infinitely many Poisson components, but if these components are independent, as are the single units in the absence of cooperation, no NPR events are generated [15] . The production of NPR events is a sign of close cooperation among distinct units, thereby offering a rational as to why NPR processes do not respond to periodic perturbations [9, 10] , as would single independent Poisson units. NPR processes reflect a condition shared by the phenomenological models of glassy dynamics [16] , laser cooling [17] and models of atomic transport in optical lattices [18] . Other NPR processes have been found at the core of the correlations in DNA sequences [19] , heartbeat variability [20] and earthquakes [21] .
Herein we extend the investigation of Refs. [9, 10] to determine how one complex network responds to a perturbation by a second complex network as a function of the matching of the measures of complexity of the two networks. Here the complex system is an NPR network and the measure of complexity is the inverse power-law index. More precisely, we consider a NPR system, with power-law index µ < 2, and study, as done in the theory of SR [3] , the case where the rate of production of jumps, a kind of renewal event, is modulated by an external perturbation. However, we do not use the harmonic perturbation of [9, 10] , but instead use a random signal as perturbation. This is to some extent reminiscent of the condition of aperiodic SR [22] , the significant differences being that the network satisfies the NPR condition with µ S < 2 and the perturbation is another NPR process with power index µ P < 2. We prove that the NPR network is sensitive to the influence of the NPR perturbation and that the response intensity becomes maximum at the matching condition µ S = µ P . We refer to this as the Complexity Matching Effect (CME), insofar as within our theoretical framework, genuinely complex processes are NPR systems, fitting the non-stationary condition µ < 2: the parameter µ is the complexity index and two systems with the same µ share the same degree of complexity. Although NPR processes are widespread in the complexity field, we adopt the BQD picture [11] to illustrate the important concepts of jump and collision. The intermittent BQD fluorescence is a sequence of jumps from the "light on" to the "light off" state and vice-versa. We use this sequence to generate the dichotomous variable ξ S (t), with the values +1 and −1 corresponding to the system in the "light on" (or |+ ) and "light off" (or |− ) state, respectively. These jumps are events whose renewal nature has been proved with compelling arguments by the statistical analysis in Refs. [13] . Furthermore, the time interval between consecutive jumps is described by a histogram with the form of an inverse power law ψ (exp) (τ ) ∼ τ −µ with power index µ < 2. Thus the fluctuation ξ S (t) is a NPR process, which, according to Bel and Barkai [23] , violates the ergodic condition. For simplicity's sake we assume that the distribution densities of sojourn times in the two states are identical. The relaxation process from an initial out of equilibrium condition is described by
therefore with ν = µ − 1. This relaxation process is not directly related to the distribution density of time intervals between two consecutive jumps, denoted by ψ (exp) (τ ), but to another distribution density, indicated by the symbol ψ(τ ), namely the waiting-time distribution for collisions. A collision is a non-Poisson event as renewal as a jump, associated with a coin tossing that selects the sign of the state produced by the collision event. In the absence of perturbation, the probability of selecting the state |+ is identical to the probability of selecting the state |− . Consequently, the time interval between two consecutive collisions, with distribution density ψ(τ ), can be shorter than the time interval between two consecutive jumps, but the two distributions, ψ(τ ) and ψ (exp) (τ ), have the same power-law index µ < 2 [24] . The choice of the form of Eq. (1) generates for ψ(τ ) the analytical form
Note that the relaxation function of Eq. (1), playing the role of correlation function, is the survival probability associated with the waiting time distribution of Eq. (2). Note also that in general the correlation function of a NPR is not stationary and "ages" with time, namely, with the time lag between preparation and observation. In fact, the probability density of the first waiting time τ 1 depends on the time lag between preparation and observation. When the observation begins at the same time as preparation, the system is said to be "young" and the p.d.f. of τ 1 coincides with ψ(τ ) [24] . The corresponding survival probability, Eq. (1), is the young correlation function. The distribution density of Eq. (2) is normalized, and the parameter T , keeping the distribution density finite also for τ → 0, gives information on the lapse of time necessary to reach the time asymptotic condition at which ψ S (τ ) becomes identical to an inverse power law. The theoretical results of this Letter are asymptotic in time, and do not depend on the specific form adopted for ψ(τ ). The two parameters T and µ should be interpreted as some short-and long-time properties, respectively. In summary, the system S is an ensemble of dichotomous signals ξ S (t). Each system of this ensemble is determined by a sequence of waiting times {τ i } fitting the renewal property P r(τ i , τ j ) = P r(τ i )P r(τ j ). This sequence of waiting times generates a series of collisions occurring at times {t n } given by t n = n i=0 τ i . Each fluctuation ξ S (t) is determined by the following prescription: At times t = t n the variable ξ S (t) gets either the value +1 or −1 with equal probability 1/2 and keeps it till the next collision.
To demonstrate CME we assign the role of perturbation to another NPR of the same kind. Hereafter we assign the subscript S to indicate the system properties. The system's waiting-time distribution is therefore ψ S (t) of the form (2), with parameters T S and µ S . The subscript P is analogously adopted for the perturbation. The perturbation is a dichotomous fluctuations ξ P (t), with the values +1 and −1, with the statistics of collisions and jumps defined in the same way as for the system fluctuations ξ S (t), thereby involving the survival probability Ψ P (t) and the waiting time distribution ψ P (t). This perturbation acts on an ensemble of systems characterized by the survival probability Ψ S (t) and the wait-ing time distribution ψ S (t). This perturbation modulates the production rate of system jumps with the following prescription. When the coupling between system and perturbation is switched on, the occurrence of a system collision at time t generates the state |+ with the probability [1 + ǫξ P (t)]/2 and the state |− with probability [1 − ǫξ P (t)]/2. The parameter ǫ < 1 is a non-negative number defining the interaction strength. If µ S = ∞, namely, when the systems fits the Poisson condition, and ξ P = cos(ωt), this prescription generates the well known phenomenon of stochastic resonance [3] .
Due to the lack of a stationary correlation function, the response cannot be expressed by means of the ordinary Green-Kubo theory [1, 25] . Details on how to derive the linear response in this case can be found in Ref. [26] , which leads to a theoretical prescription coincident with the work of Refs. [10] . Thus here we limit ourselves to adopting the resulting exact expression that reads
Note that, as in the case of ordinary stochastic resonance, we are making an average on infinitely many responses to the same perturbation ξ P (t). Here P (t) denotes the rate of collision per unit time, a property of the unperturbed system that remains unchanged even when the coupling between system and perturbation is switched on. Using renewal theory, it is straightforward to show that P (t) = n=1 ψ n (t), where ψ n (t) is the probability density of undergoing the n-th collision between times t and t + dt, which is in turn related to ψ S (t) through the iteration relation ψ n (t) = t 0
As a result, in the Laplace representation,
In the case µ S < 2, the inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (4) yields, for t → ∞, P (t) ∝ 1/t 2−µs , indicating that the rate of collision production decreases as a function of time, which is a different way of expressing the aging condition mentioned earlier.
CME implies that the perturbation is also an erratic signal. Thus, the only possible way to make an analytical prediction rests on using infinitely many realizations of the same perturbation signal ξ P (t) so as to produce a Gibbs ensemble of perturbations P as well as a Gibbs ensemble of systems S. Let us assume that all the perturbation signals ξ P (t) are properly prepared at time t = 0 in the condition ξ P (0) = 1, while the system is prepared in a condition with half the systems in state |+ and half in the state |− , so that ξ S (0) = 0. In practice, as an effect of this prescription, we average Eq. (3) over all possible realizations of the perturbation ξ P (t), which yields the double average ξ S (t) in terms of the simple average ξ P (t) . It is known [24] that ξ P (t) = Ψ P (t). Thus, due to the linear nature of Eq. (3) we obtain
We are now properly equipped to make analytical predictions. Due to the time convolution nature of Eq. (5) it is convenient to evaluate its Laplace transform, and to consider the asymptotic limit u → 0, which by inverse Laplace transform yields information in the time asymptotic limit t → ∞. The calculations are done using the approach illustrated in Ref. [27] and yield, for t → ∞,
. (6) We see that the two terms of the r. h. s. of (6) are respectively proportional to the asymptotic tails of Ψ S and Ψ P with amplitudes given by the analytical expressions:
, and (7)
A S and A P have opposite signs, with the former being positive for µ S < µ P and negative for µ S > µ P . In both cases the dominating term is the one with the positive pre-factor, signaling that the system is able to inherit the statistical properties of the perturbing system when µ S > µ P , while maintaining its own statistical properties when µ S < µ P . At µ S = µ P both terms diverge and this is due, as we shall see by means of a numerical calculation, to the critical slowing down corresponding to the matching condition.
To shed light on the physical meaning of this analytical result, it is convenient to compare Eq.(6) to the exact solution of Eq. (5) in the case when the system satisfies the Poisson condition with rate g S and the perturbation is another Poisson system with rate g P . In this case
and Ψ P (t) = exp(−g P t). We see that the excitationrelaxation process corresponds to the superposition of two exponential contributions with coefficients of equal amplitude and opposite sign, with a diverging maximum at g P = g S . This example, closely connected to the aperiodic stochastic resonance [22] , shows that the maximum response of the system S to the excitation ξ P (t) is obtained when the rate of the perturbation is identical to the rate of the system. This suggests the adoption of Eq. (9) as a fitting function of the Monte Carlo calculation that we use to simulate CME. In this latter case Ψ S (t) and Ψ P (t) are given by Eq. (1), with subscripts S and P , respectively. Using Eq. (9), we fit the values of A S and A P to the Monte Carlo data. CME is adequately described by Fig. 1 , which is obtained by keeping µ S = 1.6 and moving µ P from µ P = 1.1 to µ S = 1.95. We plot the intensity of the slowest response contribution as a function of µ P . We see that there is an impressive similarity with the Poisson resonance phenomenon. The maximum response is obtained by realizing the matching condition µ P = µ S , in analogy with the resonance condition g P = g S . Two fitting examples, µ S = 1.35 and µ S = 1.85 are shown in the inset of Fig. 1 . The CME is a general property of a large class of complex systems and is not limited to the intermittent fluorescence used to motivate our discussion. For example, other NPRs are given by return times for a random walk, either in regular lattices or in a complex network, regardless of whether the diffusion process is normal or Fractional Brownian Motion [28] . In general, events are generated by a slow motion, which reflects the creation and the subsequent dynamics of self-organized structures. Events either break these collective modes or reflect the system entering a regime with high rates of entropy increase. This can be, for instance, a passage in a chaotic sea, the effect of a coin-tossing or a catastrophic "quake" in the system structure [29] . Whatever the case, the system memory is reset, while the non-Poisson behavior of ψ(τ ), with uncorrelated waiting times, is responsible for long-range correlations in the observable sequence.
